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STAGE FLASH 
Date: September 10, 2010  Flash No: 8 

Day: 1  Distance: 3.55km 

Special Stage: SS8  KOYKA 2  Temperature: 22°C 

Weather: Cloudy     

Road conditions: dry    

 

 

1. Sebastien LOEB / Daniel ELENA 

It’s really difficult for me. I tried hard. I make little mistake.  

 

2. Sebastien OGIER / Julien INGRASSIA 

It was not easy especially second one because it was very rough.  

 

3. Mikko HIRVONEN / Jarmo LEHTINEN 

Good day really, difficult condition this afternoon, though. Tomorrow will be difficult. We are going to be 

ready for it. We will see what’s going tomorrow. 

 

4. Jari-matti LATVALA / Miikka ANTTILA 

It looks very bad at first day. Look like scary. Fifth or sixth in the rally but I found a little problem on the 

first stage but I think I’m in good place. 

 

5. Matthew WILSON / Scott MARTIN 

I just want really experience. The car doesn’t stay on the road, much ruts so. Jari-matti is pushing so 

hard. I have never been so comfortable in a stage like that.  

 

6.Henning SOLBERG / Ilka MINOR 

Car is so low. The car was always hitting the floor. There was always something wrong.  

 

7. Dani SORDO / Diego VALLEJO 

We are very very lucky to be here. I’m very happy to be here.  

 

8. Kimi RAIKKONEN / Kaj LINDSTROM 

Really difficult. But I enjoyed this afternoon. 

 

9. Federico VILLAGRA / Jorge PEREZ COMPANC 

Very difficult day. Many ruts second one. We are happy to be here. 
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11. Petter SOLBERG / Chris PATTERSON 

Very very good about time but I’m terrible. Long tough rally but I’m happy. 

 

22. Martin PROKOP / Jan TOMANEK 

Nothing to lose for championship, so take a risk. But I lost some at first stage so I think nothing special 

for us. Stage was really difficult, so I am trying to finish and have some experience for the future. 

 

26. Bernardo SOUSA / Nuno RODRIGUES DA SILVA 

I was trying to push sometimes. I am not getting the time I wanted. But just always I was going to keep 

points. We will manage and try to do something better. 

 

29. Jari KETOMAA / Mika STENBERG 

I am very happy. The car was always good. I learned some for the car. The course was very rough but 

we are getting better all the time. 

 

48. Patrik FLODIN / Goran BERGSTEN 

Everything happy. Our car is working. I try to keep it. Too long day. 

 

 

 


